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Variation at nuclear- and chloroplast-encoded microsatellite
loci was studied among and within clonally propagated
individuals of Eastern white pine. Total DNA was extracted
and assayed from gamete-bearing tissue (megagameto-
phytes) located on six different branch positions on each of
12 individual genets. No within-individual variation was
observed among 12 loci studied. Estimates of numbers of
mitotic cell divisions required to produce the tissue used as

the source of genomic DNA were obtained by combining tree
growth and anatomical data. This allowed for the calculation
of upper bound estimates of numbers of mutations per locus
per somatic cell division. The estimated somatic mutation
rate was found to be substantially lower than those published
for genomic microsatellite mutation rates in other plant
species.
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Introduction

Unlike animals, the germ line in plants is not sequestered
early in development, and thus gametes may arise from
cell lineages that have undergone many mitotic divisions
after zygotes have formed (Klekowski, 1988). If errors of
DNA replication accompany mitosis and are not selec-
tively removed during vegetative growth of the plant
(eg, by cell lineage sorting), they can be passed on to the
gametes (Klekowski, 1988). It has been argued that
somatic mutation may play an important role in
producing adaptive variability among plant shoots
(Whitham and Slobodchikoff, 1981; Antolin and Stro-
beck, 1985; Walbot, 1996), in allele frequency change
within populations (Orive, 2001), and in life-history
patterns of inbreeding depression and mating system
evolution (Morgan, 2001). If somatic mutations are
passed on to gametes this may result in genomic
mutation rates that are higher in plants than in animals,
especially in long-lived plants where there may be many
somatic cell divisions prior to gamete production
(Klekowski and Godfrey, 1989).

There is evidence for the occurrence of somatic
mutations in plants (Whitham and Slobodchikoff, 1981;
Antolin and Strobeck, 1985; Schaal, 1987; Klekowski,
1988; Gill et al, 1995; Kovalchuk et al, 2000b). Within-
individual variation for polygenic and cytogenetic traits
has been documented by several authors (Lewis et al,
1971; Klekowski, 1988; Klekowski and Godfrey, 1989). In
addition, molecular genetic variation has been detected
among naturally occurring clones in several plant species
(Schaal and Learn, 1988; Capossela et al, 1992; Tuskan
et al, 1996). Such somatic variation might be expected to

be most common at loci with high mutation rates, eg, as
reported in some cases for microsatellite DNA sequences
(Weber and Wong, 1993; Schlötterer et al, 1998; Udupa
and Baum, 2001). There is, however, little information
about the stability of microsatellite loci during somatic
development of plants (Klekowski, 1988; Smith and
Devey, 1994; Gill et al, 1995; Elsik et al, 2000). Given the
increasing use of microsatellites markers in genetic
analyses of long-lived plants, it is important to char-
acterize their stability within individuals. In this study,
we report the results of an investigation of somatic
mutation in the Eastern white pine, Pinus strobus L.
Information useful for gauging the rate of somatic
mutation was obtained by combining genetic, growth,
and anatomical data. Rather than restricting the analysis
solely to variation expressed within the vegetative body
of the plant, this study examines tissue that has
differentiated into gamete-bearing structures (megaga-
metophytes), thereby allowing us to determine the
potential for chimeric transmission of somatically occur-
ring mutations at microsatellite loci.

Materials and methods

Tree and tissue sampling
Tree sampling was conducted in a P. strobus breeding
orchard set up by the Canadian Forest Service near Cap-
Tourmente, Quebec, Canada. Propagation of the trees
located in this orchard was originally carried out by
selecting a number of adjacent shoots (ramets) from
selected parent trees (genets) in natural populations and
grafting them to separate rootstocks in the orchard. Two
ramets each from 12 different genets were sampled for a
total of 24 trees. From each ramet, female cones were
collected at three branch positions that were marked for
measurements made later on in the study (see below).
Seeds were extracted from the cones in September 2000,Received 18 March 2002; accepted 7 October 2002
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kept separately in bags, and stored in a dry container at
41C. All genetic analyses were carried out using haploid
megagametophyte tissue. Depending upon the analysis,
DNA was extracted either from individual megagame-
tophytes and analysed separately, or from the pooled
tissue of 10 megagametophytes collected from cones at a
single branch position. Figure 1 outlines the sampling
scheme.

Microsatellite analyses
Genomic DNA was extracted from megagametophytes
using the DNeasy plant mini-kit (Quiagen, Valencia, CA,
USA). DNA samples were screened for variation at eight
nuclear and four chloroplast microsatellite loci (Table 1).
The choice of loci has been made on the basis of the
level of polymorphism detected in previous studies
(Echt et al, 1996). The more highly variables of these
loci were selected since they are expected to have the
highest mutation rate. DNA sequences of the PCR
primers for the loci examined in this study have
been published elsewhere (Cato and Richardson, 1996;
Echt et al, 1996; Vendramin et al, 1996). The PCR reac-
tion and amplification conditions were as described by
Echt et al (1996, 1999). Fluorescently labeled ampli-
fied PCR products were separated by electrophoresis
on a 41 cm polyacrylamide gel (Li-Cor model 4000L
automatic DNA sequencer) (Li-Cor, Lincoln, NE, USA).

Genotypes of individual genets at each microsatellite
locus were determined by examining gel-banding pat-
terns of PCR amplification products obtained using
template DNA extracted from a single branch position
(ie, DNA from a set of 10 pooled megagametophytes
taken from a single cone). As this procedure is based on
inferring the parent genotype from the combined haploid
genotypes of meiotically derived products, it is possible
that one of the two alleles at a locus for which the parent
is heterozygous was not detected. However, with 10
megagametophytes per genet, the probability of such an
event is small (P¼ 0.510o0.001, if we consider that the

allele of only one megagametophyte could be detected).
To assay the parental genotype at other branch positions,
and thereby establish the presence of somatically
occurring mutations passed on to seeds, this procedure
was applied to pooled megagametophytes collected
from cones at each of the remaining five positions per
genet.

The genetic interpretation of the microsatellite banding
patterns was confirmed by genotypic segregation ana-
lyses conducted with each locus, using sets of individual
megagametophytes taken from three separate parent
trees. If no amplification was observed from the DNA at
one locus, but amplification of the expected size product
was observed at a control locus, the tree was assumed to
have a segregating nonamplifying ‘null’ allele at the
tested locus. When only one allele was observed from the
three genets (Table 3), segregation analyses allowed us to
discriminate between homozygotes and heterozygotes
for null alleles.

Figure 1 Scheme for sampling megagametophytes from individual ramets. Cones were collected from three positions per ramet, and
megagametophytes were extracted from seeds within these cones. The total vegetative growth separating all sampled cones was determined
by summing tree segments a–h.

Table 1 Microsatellite loci examined in 12 genets of P. strobus

Microsatellite
loci

Location Repeat Number of alleles
observed

rps-6a Nucleus (T)6(AC)n(T)6 5
rps-12a Nucleus (AC)n 7
rps-20a Nucleus (AC)n(AT)6 8
rps-25ba Nucleus (AC)nAG(AT)9 2
rps-39a Nucleus (AC)n 3
rps-50a Nucleus (AC)n 9
rps-60a Nucleus (AC)n(AT)7 7
rps-118ba Nucleus (AC)n 6
cpSSR-1b Chloroplast (A)n(G)n 2
cpSSR-5b Chloroplast (T)n 1
Pt63718c Chloroplast (T)n 2
Pt71936c Chloroplast (T)n 2

aEcht et al (1996). bCato and Richardson (1996). cVendramin et al
(1996).
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Estimates of number of cell divisions
For each ramet, the length of vegetative growth separat-
ing the branch positions where cones were sampled was
estimated. This was done by measuring the length from
each branch position to a common position on the tree
trunk, and then summing the distances. The distance
from this common position to the position where the
ramet (scion) was grafted onto the rootstock was added
to this measure. The same set of measurements was
made for the paired ramet of this genet, and finally, the
two ramet lengths were summed to obtain the total
vegetative growth per genet (Figure 1).

To convert vegetative growth into a number of mitotic
divisions, estimates of mean cell length are required.
Branch tips were collected in May 2001, and radial
sections of the shoot extending back through the past 2
years of vegetative growth were used. Tissue sections
(1 cm long) were cut in half and fixed in FAA (4%
formaldehyde, 5% acetic acid, and 47.5% ethanol) for
21 h. They were dehydrated by increasing the ethanol
concentration over several days. Ethanol was gradually
replaced by n-butanol, and the samples were put in n-
butanol:Paraplast+ (Oxford, St Louis, MO, USA) (1:1)
overnight at 601C, followed by transfer to three baths of
pure Paraplast+ over 10 days. Longitudinal sections (7mm)
were obtained with a Leica Biocut rotary microtome
(Heidelberg, Germany), deparaffined and stained with
0.05% toluidine blue O and 0.25% safranin O, and
examined with a Leitz Orthoplan microscope. Cell lengths
were determined from shoot sections. As selected in other
studies (Brown and Sommer, 1992), the lengths of the pith
cells along the median longitudinal axis of the shoot were
measured with a micrometer.

Since cell enlargement accompanies cell division,
measures of cell length were taken within the apical

meristem (the region of active cell division), directly
below the apical meristem (where cells begin to
differentiate into pith tissue), and within mature pith
tissue (where cell enlargement is completed). Cells
within each of 10 separate longitudinal files of cells per
section were counted. These files of cells were randomly
selected throughout each location. Cell divisions that do
not give rise to vegetative growth (eg, cell divisions
within cones) were not considered in this study, but as
these account for a small fraction of overall cell divisions,
the introduced error is considered to be negligible.

Results

Microsatellite variation among and within genets
Microsatellite variation among separate genets was
detected at all but one of the loci surveyed (Table 2).
Variation in the number of alleles per locus and number
of genotypes observed was higher for nuclear as
compared with chloroplast loci, a finding that accords
with the results of Provan et al (1999). The average
observed heterozygosity per tree was 0.57 (SD¼ 0.23).
Four of the nuclear microsatellite loci appear to produce
null alleles (Table 2). Analysis of microsatellite genotypes
from individual megagametophytes produced by single
genets confirmed the presence of segregation in families
from trees judged to be heterozygous on the basis of the
analysis of pooled megagametophytes (Table 3).

No microsatellite mutation events were detected
within genets; that is, alleles detected in megagameto-
phytes at one branch position were identical to those
detected at other positions within the genet (Figure 2).
This was true of both nuclear and chloroplast loci.
However, it is possible that mutations to null alleles
could have occurred and remained undetected.

Table 2 Genotypes of ramets tested at nuclear- and chloroplast-encoded microsatellite loci

Nuclear Loci Chloroplast loci

Genet rps-6 rps-12 rps-20 rps-25b rps-39 rps-50 rps-60 rps-118b cpSSR 1/cpSSR 5/Pt63718/Pt71936

77116 170a/170 169/189 138/140 113/113 170/170 170/176 251/267 138/138 239/102/98/146
77122 170/170 189/189 140/148 Null/null 170/180 168/170 259/259 152/152 239/102/98/146
77130 169/170 185/185 138/142 111/111 170/170 170/172 251/271 152/152 240/102/98/146
78508 170/170 187/187 140/154 Null/null 170/172 168/174 Null/null 160/160 239/102/98/146
82531 169/170 185/185 140/152 111/111 172/172 170/172 Null/null 152/152 240/102/98/146
84541 172/188 Null/null 148/148 111/111 172/172 168/168 268/268 160/160 240/102/98/146
84544 170/196 187/187 138/140 Null/null 170/172 160/170 264/264 142/176 239/102/98/146
84547 169/170 151/151 138/146 Null/null 170/170 168/170 Null/null 138/152 240/102/98/146
84548 170/170 185/185 138/154 Null/113 172/172 168/180 269/271 152/152 239/102/99/146
84550 169/170 185/185 144/154 Null/null 170/170 170/182 Null/null 162/162 239/102/98/146
84554 169/170 157/185 152/152 111/111 170/172 170/174 259/259 162/162 240/102/98/146
845102 169/172 Null/195 138/140 Null/111 Null/172 168/178 Null/null 138/152 240/102/98/147

aAllele sizes given as lengths (bp) of PCR products.

Table 3 Allele segregation in megagametophytes of the genets tested

Genet Nuclear loci

rps-6 rps-12 rps-20 rps-25b rps-39 rps-50 rps-60 rps-118b

77122 170,170 189,189 140,148 Null,null 170,180 168,170 259,259 152,152
84548 170,170 185,185 138,154 Null,113 172,172 168,180 269,271 152,152
845102 169,172 Null,195 138,140 Null,111 Null,172 168,178 Null,null 138,152
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Estimates of number of cell divisions
The total vegetative growth unit separating the sampled
branch positions within each genet varied between 15
and 21 m (Table 4). Microscopic investigation of shoot
sections revealed that cell lengths increased from within
the apical meristem (mean length of 236 cells¼ 21.2 mm,
SD¼ 1.4mm) through to 1-year-old shoot tissue (mean
length of 143 cells¼ 70.4 mm, SD¼ 6.6mm), where they
attained their maximum size. These cell length values are
similar to those observed in P. taeda (Brown and Sommer,
1992).

Rather than basing estimates of number of cell
divisions per unit of vegetative growth on cell lengths
obtained from only a single region of the shoot, estimates
were based on both the smallest and largest mean cell
lengths observed within the shoot tips (those from the
apical meristem and 1-year-old region). Such a proce-
dure takes into account the fact that cell enlargement and
cell division may occur simultaneously within meristems
(Brown and Sommer, 1992); that is, the possibility that
there is no one characteristic size for an actively dividing
meristematic cell. This yields two different estimates of
cell divisions per unit vegetative growth, which should
include the true value: 47 170 and 14 205 divisions per
metre of vegetative growth.

Discussion

Our data suggest that microsatellites are stable genetic
markers within Eastern white pine, as no evidence of
mutation was observed during somatic growth and
gamete formation. These findings are in accord with
other analyses of microsatellite loci inheritance. For
instance, in two separate studies of three-generation
pedigrees in pine, no mutations were observed (Elsik
et al, 2000; Smith and Devey, 1994). One possible
exception is the study conducted by Fisher et al (1998),

who reported the appearance of nonparental alleles at a
single nuclear microsatellite locus in 6% of the progeny
and megagametophytes from P. radiata crosses. Unfortu-
nately, the sampling design of the study prevents any
inference about the origin of mutations (somatic or
germline) as well as their rate of occurrence. Moreover,
each of the novel alleles observed by Fisher et al (1998)
was at least four repeat units different from the parental
allele, and thus contradicts the expectation that muta-
tions at microsatellite loci should involve single repeat
unit changes following slippage during DNA replication
(Ellegren, 2000; Schlötterer, 2000). Such hypermutable
microsatellite loci seem to be the exception rather than
the rule, since mutations have never been reported in any
other study conducted in P. strobus (eg Echt et al, 1996), in
other pine species (eg Smith and Devey, 1994; Hicks et al,
1998; Elsik et al, 2000), and in conifers in general (eg Ven
et al, 1996; Pfeiffer et al, 1997; Khasa et al, 2000; Hodgetts
et al, 2001; Rajora et al, 2001). Overall, these results
suggest that the use of microsatellites as markers in long-
lived organisms (eg, in marker-assisted selection and
population studies) should, in general, provide reliable
results.

There is little quantitative information available on
rates of somatic mutation in plants. Somatic base

Figure 2 Gel image showing lack of evidence for microsatellite mutation at the rps-20 locus within genets of P. strobus. From left to the right,
the four genets are 82531 (lanes 1–6), 845102 (lanes 7–12), 84554 (lanes 13–18), and 84550 (lanes 19–24). Similar lack of variation was observed
for all loci and genets tested. Numbers in margin represent length of the PCR product (bp).

Table 4 Vegetative growth separating sampled cone positions

Genet Vegetative
growth (m)

Genet Vegetative
growth (m)

77116 21.13 84544 19.74
77122 20.65 84547 15.60
77130 19.73 84548 16.70
78508 21.22 84550 17.82
82531 19.51 84554 17.01
84541 20.41 845102 19.86
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substitution frequency in plants has been estimated to be
two to three orders of magnitude higher than in other
organisms (Kovalchuk et al, 2000b). Genomic mutation
rates for microsatellite loci in plants have been estimated
to fall within the range of 10�2–10�3 for nuclear-encoded
loci with tri- and dinucleotide repeats (Kovalchuk et al,
2000a; Udupa and Baum, 2001) to 10�5 for chloroplast-
encoded loci with mononucleotide repeats (Provan et al,
1999). Comparison of estimated mutation rates of
microsatellite loci in related shorter- and longer-lived
annual plant species of the genus Cicer led Udupa and
Baum (2001) to argue that mutations occurring during
somatic growth contribute to enhanced levels of genomic
mutation in plants; a two- to three-fold increase in
genomic mutation rates was found for the longer-lived
species of Cicer. The results from the present investiga-
tion do not support the interpretation that somatic
mutations can contribute significantly to the rate of
genomic mutation.

As no mutations were observed in this study, direct
calculation of the rate of somatic mutation was not
possible. One can, however, use probabilistic methods to
set upper boundaries on the mutation rate per cell
division for each locus. For instance, in the case of a
single tree and single diploid locus, if the haploid
mutation rate per cell division per locus is m, and r cell
division have occurred, the probability of observing no
mutations at this locus can be taken from the zero term of
the Poisson distribution with parameter 2rm. This
probability is P¼ e�2rm. To find a boundary at the
P¼ 5% level for m, one can solve for m in the previous
equation, setting P¼ 0.05. Using this procedure with the
data in Table 4 and the higher and lower estimates of cell
division per metre of stem growth (see above) yields
estimates of somatic mutation for the nuclear micro-
satellite loci of 1.38� 10�7 and 4.59� 10�7 mutations per
cell division, respectively. For the haploid, chloroplast
loci, the procedure is similar, except we use the equation
P¼ e�rm. This gives estimates of 2.77� 10�7 and
9.19� 10�7 mutations per cell division.

Since the apical region of the meristem may divide less
often than adjacent regions, the above procedure may
underestimate the true somatic mutation rate. In a
detailed cytological study, Owens and Molder (1973)
quantified mitotic activity of different regions of the
shoot apical meristem in the related pine family member,
Pseudotsuga menziesii. The regions studied included the
apical and rib meristems. Cell divisions within the apical
region give rise to the rib meristems, which contribute to
vegetative growth but ultimately cease to divide within
the first year. Only the apical region contains perma-
nently dividing cells (apical initials). Thus, when tracing
tissue located in different regions of the plant body back
to a common ‘ancestral’ meristematic cell, it is the
number of cell divisions within the apical meristematic
region that should be counted. To quantify the relative
contribution of cell division activity in the apical versus
rib zones, Owens and Molder (1973) calculated mitotic
frequencies using Feulgen staining methods. In the most
active growth stage, that is, late bud-scale initiation, the
mitotic frequency of the apical zone was 0.8, while in the
rib zone it was 5.6. The proportion of cell divisions that
rise from the mitotic activity in the apical zone can,
therefore, be approximated as 0.8/5.6¼ 0.14. If these
relative rates are also characteristic of the apical

meristem in P. strobus, then the estimated numbers of
cell divisions separating different positions along the
shoot axis (Table 4) should be reduced (ie by multiplying
by 0.14). Doing this would increase the estimated somatic
mutation rates at nuclear locus, roughly 10-fold, to
9.9� 10�7 and 3.3� 10�6 mutations per cell division per
locus, respectively, for cell division estimates based on
cell lengths of 21.2 and 70.4 mm. Given the likelihood that
most microsatellite mutations are selectively neutral, cell
lineage selection probably plays little or no role in
distorting these estimates of somatic mutation (Otto and
Hastings, 1998; Otto and Orive, 1995).

In theory, such estimates of mutation could also be
obtained by pooling information across loci, but because
it has been shown that microsatellite mutation rates may
differ widely among loci (Di Rienzo et al, 1998; Harr et al,
1998), this approach is probably not warranted. Several
factors may contribute to differences in mutation rates
among microsatellite loci. They include repeat number,
sequence of the repeat motif, length of the repeat unit,
flanking sequence, and interruptions in the microsatellite
(Ellegren, 2000; Schlötterer, 2000).

The above calculation of the somatic mutation rate also
does not take into account mutations to null alleles. Null
alleles, however, are thought to occur by base substitu-
tion, deletion or insertion within the priming site, and
these events are not expected to be as frequent as
mutations by slippage at DNA replication.

Estimates of the number of cell divisions separating
different positions on an individual tree are difficult to
obtain. One possible source of error is that cell length may
differ within and along the stem. Our estimates of
maximum cell length were based on pith cells, but it has
been observed that cortex cells were of similar size and
would therefore give the same results. Measurements of
maximum length of cells were made at 7 cm from the
branch tip (ie in the previous growing year) and hence
these cells had completed their elongation. Furthermore,
measurements made with two additional white pine
branches that had completed their elongation gave similar
results to the values reported in this study and in the study
of Brown and Sommer (1992) (data not shown). The
observed level of variation in maximum cell length is
negligible and the estimated somatic mutation rate remains
low even when we use higher cell length estimations.

The meristem is perhaps better viewed as a hetero-
geneous pool of initials, some of them dividing rapidly
(ie, the rib meristem) and producing the greater portion
of the somatic tissue, while other meristematic initials
may act as permanent stem cells (ie, apical meristem). In
this study, we proposed a correction for this feature of
meristems based on studies conducted with P. menziesii,
but it is possible that the extension to P. strobus meristems
is not accurate. Meristem zones of P. menziesii varied in
size and in mitotic activity at different times of the
growing season (Owens and Molder, 1973). It is therefore
problematic to circumscribe precisely the different
regions of the meristem – instead there may be a gradual
transition of mitotic activity from the apical to the rib
meristem. Additional studies are needed to quantify the
role of apical initials as stem cells for meristematic tissues
in plants. Perhaps this pattern of cell division activity
within meristems may have evolved as a means to
minimize errors during somatic DNA replication from
being passed on from one generation to the next.
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